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MAURICE LACROIX
MAURICE LACROIX - Pontos Jours Date
Blue. Pure. Solar. A Pontos collection best-seller, the Day Date model enters the year 2010 in
blue. A deep, solar blue which enhances its functions, underlines its timeless elegance and
reveals the nobility of its lineage.
Blue. Pure. Solar.
A Pontos collection best-seller, the Day Date model enters the year 2010 in blue. A deep, solar blue which enhances its functions, underlines
its timeless elegance and reveals the nobility of its lineage.
Beneath the sapphire crystal, with anti-reflective coatings on both sides, its bearing is haughty. The convex dial is marked with applique
markers of imposing graphic design. Their tips marked with a luminescent substance are dazzling. They are echoed by the faceted hours and
minutes hands, also Superluminova-tipped. They are suspended before an infinitely blue space illuminated by a radiant finish, sun-brushed,
which seems to magnify the dial with majestic brilliance.
A date window is enthroned at 6 o’clock. The opposite side of the dial, the day of the week is displayed in an arc of a circle. They relate to
each other with respect, eternal daily partners in the passage of time. Each is highlighted by a section stamped in solid metal, forming a
delicate niche that alleviates the uniformity.
The case, 40 mm in diameter, displays contrasting finishes to emphasize its volumes. Polished and satinized surfaces are subtly alternated,
the former reflecting the light and the latter catching it, in a quest for classical refinement which is carried through to the caliber ML09,
reputed for its performance and reliability.

Technical Information
CASE:
- Stainless steel, Ф 40mm
- Domed sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating on both sides
- Finishing combining polished and brushed surfaces
- Screwed case-back with large sapphire crystal
- Crown with radial pattern for good handling
- Water resistant to 50 m / 5 atm
DIAL:
- Spherical shape with sun-brushed finishing
- New dark blue color
- Diamond-cut applied hour-markers with white Superluminova
HANDS AND DISCS:
- Diamond-cut, faceted, rhodium coated hands with white Superluminova for optimal legibility
STRAP / BRACELET:
- Black large scales genuine crocodile strap with black calf lining and matching stitching
BUCKLE:
- Stainless steel folding clasp with pushers and pinch system.
- Brushed finishing
MOVEMENT:
- Personalised ML 09 movement with guaranteed quality and precision
Technical features ML09: Automatic movement, self-winding
Functions:
- Hours, minutes, seconds by hands
- Date indicated by opening at 6 o’clock
- Weekday indicated by opening at 12 o’clock
Vibration: 28 800 alt/h, 4Hz
Power reserve: 38 hours
Jewels: 25
Ajustment: 3 positions after full winding and after 24 hours
Decoration: Rhodium coated movement, hand- decorated circular-grain, snail, côtes de Genève
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